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Does every large set of integers contain linear structure? One of the most
basic additive objects we can look at is an arithmetic progression, which is a
sequence of integers with constant difference. For example, the integers
, , , ,
form an arithmetic progression of length and common
difference .
What we are interested in is whether or not every
sufficiently large set of integers will contain an
arithmetic progression. This question was made
precise by Erdõs and Turán [1] in 1936, where “large”
is interpreted in the sense of density. They asked
whether every set of integers A satisfying
(A) := lim sup
N !1

|A \ {1, 2, . . . , N }|
> 0,
N

must contain an arithmetic progression of length k
for any k 3. This size requirement means that in
a limiting sense A contains a positive fraction of the
integers, i.e., A has positive density. To give some
examples, any finite set has density (A) equal to 0,
and even some infinite sets, such as the set of primes,
have density 0. On the other hand, we can also see that
the multiples of 10 form a set of density 101 . Erdõs and
Turán’s motivating question thus becomes: Is it true
that no matter how one chooses a set of integers it will
contain an arithmetic progression of arbitrary length,

so long as the set has positive density? In the last 40
years, there have been three different proofs of Erdõs
and Turán’s conjecture, each utilizing vastly different
areas of mathematics, bringing together ideas from
ergodic theory and dynamical systems, combinatorics
and graph theory, and motivating the study of higher
order Fourier analysis.
In 1953, Roth [6] used Fourier analysis to prove the
result for progressions of length 3. However, these
linear Fourier analytic methods break down for
progressions of length 4 and longer. It was not until
1975 that Szemerédi [7] resolved the conjecture with
an argument that was described [4] as “a masterpiece
of combinatorial reasoning.” Two years later,
Furstenberg [2] applied ergodic theory, the study of
dynamical systems with an invariant measure, to
provide an additional stunning proof Szemerédi’s
theorem. Another major advance occured in 2001,
when Gowers [3] used harmonic analysis and

Preamble
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Math is not a spectator sport. Yet, many believe that they can learn math simply by watching someone else do
it. Especially high-schoolers and freshmen; especially when it comes to something prosaic like finding slant
asymptotes or performing partial fractions integration.
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Like any sport, math requires hands-on practice. You cannot be competitive if you have only anecdotal
knowledge about the sport. I have watched hours of Formula 1 racing, I know all about the tire wear, the
downforce, the slipstreams and the track specifications, but I would not trust myself to make it through a
single chicane. Doing the drills, training, conditioning, exerting yourself to push your limits, then challenging
yourself with a new task – every step is necessary to improve your performance and better your personal best.
Skills have to be built up, not “watched” up.
Moreover, simply watching someone solve a problem, students also fail to see the art of knowing what technique
to apply when – not only do you have to learn to do penalty kicks, you also have to figure out which corner to
go for with which goalkeeper. With the intellectual challenge taken out, the algebraic process becomes busy
work, not practice of problems solving and pattern recognition skills.
In this issue, we will exercise our minds in Fourier analysis, differential equations, classical geometry, linear
programming, chaos and orange peeling. Read on to see how many fit mathematicians it takes to break into a
bank and what kind of training you have to perform prior to a trip to Moscow (na zdorovie!).
Nowadays, much of our field is like a sport and you simply cannot be competitive if you are out of shape –
just be sure to stick to Academic New Year resolutions you make in September and share the stories of your
mathematical victories here, on the pages of the Margin, by writing to the editor at student-editor@cms.math.ca.
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introduced higher order Fourier analysis to
prove an even stronger version of Szemerédi’s
Theorem with explicit density estimates. More
recently, the ideas of Gowers and Furstenberg
were built upon by Green and Tao [5] to give a
version of Szemerédi’s Theorem in the primes,
a set with density 0. They created an argument
known as the transference principle, which they
combined with classical analytic number theory
to answer a long-standing conjecture, and show
that the primes contain arithmetic progressions
of arbitrary length. In what follows, we’ll take
a closer look at Gower’s proof of Szemerédi’s
Theorem, which is centered around the Gowers
U k-norm, or Gowers uniformity norms. For any
function f : {1, 2, . . . , N } ! C , the U 2-norm is
defined as
kf k4U 2 =

1 X X X
f (x)f (x + a)f (x + b)f (x + a + b).
N3
xN aN bN

A quadruple of integers u, v, z, w satisfying
u + v = z + wis called a parallelogram, as the pairs

of opposite sides of a parallelogram have the same
vector sum, and it corresponds to the projection of
a two dimension parallelogram. The above triple
sum then has a geometric meaning, and may
be viewed as an average of the function over all
parallelograms in a certain range. The higher Uk
-norms are similarly defined as averages over all
higher dimensional parallelepipeds. If f = 1A
is taken to be the indicator function of a set A,
then kfkU k contains additive information about
the set A, which Gowers used to understand the
arithmetic progressions inside A. Assuming that
A contains no k-term arithmetic progressions,
by applying what is known as a generalized
Von‑Neumann theorem, it follows that the
|A|
balanced function f = 1A N will have a very
k
large U -norm. To proceed from here, one of the
key ingredients of Gowers’ proof is needed: a
partial inverse theorem for the U k-norm, which
describes the structure of a set whose balanced
function has a large U k norm. Gowers partial
inverse theorem states that any function f with a
large U k-norm must correlate with a polynomial
phase of degree k 1. This is generalization of
having a large Fourier coefficient, since a Fourier

coefficient fˆ(t) is the inner product between
f and a linear phase function eitx. The correlation
between 1A |A| and a degree k 1 polynomial
N
phase function implies that A must have a rigid
polynomial structure. However, by dissecting
the set into linear pieces and using a density
increment argument, it follows that it is only
possible for A to have this polynomial structure
when the set is not too large. This restriction
on the size of a set which does not contain a
k‑term arithmetic progressions is what allows us to
prove a quantitative Szemerédi’s Theorem. While
Fourier analysis looks at the correlation between
a function and a linear phase, such as eitx, the use
of polynomial phases and the generalization of a
large Fourier coefficient made Gowers’ approach
become known as higher order Fourier analysis.
Gowers’ ideas, with the partial inverse theorem
for the Uk-norm at the heart, further connected
the fields of additive combinatorics and harmonic
analysis. This resulted in a way to understand not
only arithmetic progressions, but general systems
of linear equations in subsets of the integers,
providing a new proof of Szemeredi’s Theorem.
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my best mathematics
while taking a shower.
I don’t suggest this to any
beginning mathematicians,
as it has lead to some
strange questions and wild
accusations over the years.
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Maths in Moscow
by Edith Viau (Université du Québec à Montréal)
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Studying abroad can be one of the most important undergraduate
experiences, one that I would strongly recommend to anyone with a taste
for travel. It is my curiosity about the Russian culture and their excellent
reputation in mathematics that drove me to take part in the Maths in Moscow
program in the Fall 2011, an experience I would warmly recommend to any
young mathematician who is curious about how mathematics are done
in other countries.
The Math in Moscow program has been going for
many years and the organization of the term is pretty
well-rounded. Upon my arrival at the airport, I was
met by one of the student-guides who showed me the
dorm where I would live with the other students and
the university where we would attend classes. One
thing you should know is that it can be difficult to find
quiet study space at the dorm since the common room
is small and walls tends to be thin. Most advanced
classes are going to cover a lot of material quickly
and requires a lot of work. A good preparation to
any of them would be to read related material the
summer before going to Moscow. There is a library
with English books at the Independent University of
Moscow (IUM), but there is not always enough copies
of them for everyone. It would be a good idea to ask for
relevant titles before leaving and to consider packing
them. In lectures, I have found that a good amount
of time is spent covering insightful examples, making
for more interactive classes. Be prepared to have
small, intimate problem-solving sessions where you
explain your solutions one-on-one to your professor,
instead of giving them a finished paper. Moscow is a
big, sprawled city, which can get confusing. You will
need some basic Russian in order to interact with its
citizens, although a fair number of them understand
or speak English (or
another language). If
you plan on taking
time off to visit the city
- which I recommend
since it is a wonderful
city with a great art
scene, interesting
museums and many
beautiful landmarks please consider making
some researches before
leaving in order to make
the most of your trip.
Some of my favourite

places were the Bunker 42 (a declassified Cold War
era bunker), the Bolshoi Theater, the 24h ice skating
rink, the GUM department store and the Red Square.
I strongly recommend going on the two week-end
trips (Saint-Petersbourg and Vladimir-Suzdal). They
are a great opportunity to visit Russia and to get a
break from the student life. Remember, it may be the
only chance you will get to see Russia in your lifetime!
Please note that it can be difficult to wake up in the
winter as the sun only gets up at 9am, which was
harder for me than the dreaded cold temperatures
or the snow. If you can, consult the IUM Guest Book
on your arrival as there are many great advices from
past students stored on its pages. As for most travel
abroad, it is a good thing to remember that you may
be the first and only person from your home country
that most people you will come across will ever
met, so please do everyone a favor and pack your
good manners with you. Don’t forget that “pajalsta”
(please) and “spasiba” (thanks) are always helpful in
conversations!
The Natural Sciences and Engineering Research
Council (NSERC) and the Canadian Mathematical
Society (CMS) offer scholarships of $9,000 to support
Canadian undergraduate students registered in
a mathematics or
computer science
program to attend a
semester at the Math in
Moscow program. For
more information and
to apply, please visit
http://cms.math.ca/
Scholarships/Moscow/

Thanks to Janiz Lazovskis
for the pictures.

How Math Is Applied in Finance
by Jiwoong Im (University of Toronto)

Math and fair market prices? In this article, we will illustrate how the
problem of determining the fair price of an American put option is simply a
free boundary value problem for PDEs.
An American put option1 is a contract that is sold by
one party (the option writer) to another party (the
option holder).
The contract has a prescribed maturity date, a prescribed
underlying asset, and a prescribed strike price.
The option holder has the right, but not the obligation,
to sell the underlying asset to the option writer at the
strike price any time up to and including the maturity
date of the option. For example, suppose you buy an
American put option on a stock XY Z with a strike
price of $100 and a maturity date of 31 October 2013.
If the price of the stock drops to $80 before 31 October
2013, you can buy the stock on the open market for $80
and immediately exercise your right to sell it to the
option writer for $100, thus making a profit of $20. On
the other hand, if the price of the stock remains above
$100 from the time you buy the option until it expires
on 31 October 2013, then you will not exercise the option
and it will expire worthless on 31 October 2013. So the
question naturally arises, what is the fair market price
for such an American put option? That is, how much
should the option holder pay the option writer for the
right inherent in the option contract?
This problem of determining the fair market price
can be formulated mathematically as a free boundary
value problem for a partial differential equation (PDE).
A standard example of a PDE free boundary value
problem is the melting ice problem. Given ice in water,
we can determine the ice and water temperatures by
solving the heat equation. However, as the ice melts,
the boundary between the ice and the water changes.
Determining this free boundary is a key part in
solving this problem. Similarly, to solve for the fair
market price for an American put option, we must
decide when is the optimal time to exercise the option.
Free Boundary Problem
Let V (S, t) be the price of the option, where S is the
current stock price and t is the current time. Note
t  T , where T is the maturity date. Also, let E be the
strike price and P (S) = max(E S, 0) be the payoff
value when the option is exercised.

Next, let Sf (t) be the yet to be determined position
of the free-boundary at time t. For S  Sf (t), the
option is exercised and V (S, t) = P (S). On the other
hand, for S > Sf (t), the option is held and its value is
determined as described below.
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Further, let L be the linear differential operator
given by
L V (S, t) =

@V (S, t) 1 2 2 @ 2 V (S, t)
@V (S, t)
+ σ S
+ rS
@t
2
@S 2
@S

rV (S, t).

L V (S, t) = 0 is the famous Black-Scholes or
Black‑Scholes-Merton PDE.2 Finally, let the terminal
condition and boundary conditions be
V (S, T ) = P (S) = max(E

S, 0),

V (0, t) = E, V (S, t) ! 0 as S ! 1
@V
are continuous
V and
@S
As noted above, we exercise the option if the stock
price, S, satisfies 0  S  Sf (t). In this case,

V = E − S ≥ 0,

LV > 0

and, when early exercising is not optimal
(i.e., Sf (t) < S < 1), we have

V >E

S,

L V = 0.

Thus, we see that the problem takes the form of a
continuous linear complimentary problem:

LV

0,

V −P ≥0

L V · (V

P) = 0

where the last equation is a short way of saying
that, for every S and t, either L V (S, t) = 0 or
V (S, t) P (S) = 0. A major advantage of the linear
complimentary formulation of the problem is that
we don’t need to determine the free boundary Sf (t)
explicitly. Once we solve the linear complimentary
problem, Sf (t) can be determined as the largest
value of S for which V (S, t) P (S) = 0. To make the
problem simpler to solve, we can transform V space

1 one type of a wide variety of options that are traded extensively around the world
2S
 choles and Merton won the Nobel Prize in 1997 for developing their option pricing methodology based on this PDE.
Unfortunately, Black died before 1997 and so could not share in the Nobel Prize.
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to u space by changing variables from (S, t) to (x, ⌧ ):
1
S = Eex , t = T ⌧ / σ 2 , V = Ee↵x+β⌧ u(x, ⌧ ),
2
1
1
2r
(k 1), β =
(k + 1)2 , k = 2
↵=
2
4
σ
Now the differential operator L becomes
@u(x, ⌧ )
L u(x, ⌧ ) =
@⌧

@ 2 u(x, ⌧ )
@x2

This is exactly the operator associated with the wellknown heat equation!
Conclusion
This is just one example of how the American Put
Option Pricing problem can be set up as a free boundary
problem, transformed into a linear complimentary
problem and then solved using numerical methods.
This is math being applied to finance.

I hope this article will motivate you to inquire further
into this very exciting and important subject!
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Another successful year at YRC
By Diana White (University of Alberta)

The PIMS YRC is an exciting event - its 10th edition took place at the University of Alberta from May 21 to 24,
2013. The conference started out quite small back in 2003, with participants from only a handful of universities
in Western Canada. Over the past few years, I’ve had the privilege of watching it grow into a much anticipated
conference, attracting participants from all over the world.
Diana White
Since starting grad school,
I’ve decided to try at least
one new thing every
year. My first year, I tried
hockey. I’m terrible at it,
but it still feels awesome
to try something new!
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The aim of the YRC is to provide a venue where graduate students can share research ideas with peers, and
can learn about new and exciting mathematics. It is a graduate conference run by graduate students. However,
over the past few years we’ve had undergraduate students and postdocs attend, which is fantastic! This year,
with 97 participants, we had student talks, keynote presentations from some of mathematics leading experts
as well as workshops on improving presentation skills. Also, with some much appreciated support (PIMS,
CMS Student Committee, AMI, U of A Faculty of Science, GSA, Student Group Services, our graduate society
GAME, and our department), we were able to host an evening BBQ and a closing banquet. I attended both
events, and had a great time cooking hamburgers, playing frisbee, and chatting with students.
I’ve helped with the organization of this conference the past three times it was held at the University of Alberta,
and I understand the hard (but worthwhile!) work that goes into running such an event. It is something that I’ve
always looked forward to doing. However, for this conference to continue to grow, we need new students that
are willing to take the reign. Currently, we are looking for a university to host next year’s event, and encourage
you to contact our graduate student society at game@ualberta.ca if you think you might be interested in helping
or have any questions. Thanks and see you at next year’s YRC!

Images courtesy of Matúš Maciak (http://artax.karlin.mff.cuni.cz/~macim1am/index.php)

The Student Committee is accepting applications to fund student events across Canada. We sponsor regional conferences, student
socials, seminars and other events. The next application deadline is October 15th. Visit http://studc.math.ca for more information and to
find the application form.
Le comité étudiant accepte les demandes de financement pour des événements destinés aux étudiants et organisés à travers le Canada.
Nous finançons les conférences régionales, les séminaires, les activités sociales et d’autres types d’événements. La prochaine date limite
pour déposer une demande est le 15 octobre. Visitez le http://studc.math.ca pour plus d’informations et obtenir le formulaire de demande.

Closed, Open or Clopen
by Muhammad Ali Khan (University of Calgary)

Contrary to what the title suggests, this piece is not about topology - though it
does concern topologists, mathematicians, scientists and pseudoscientists alike.
Suppose you are on your way to becoming a bonafide
mathematician. After months/years of hard labor, you
have written a research paper and want to publish it.
What factors should be considered while choosing a
journal for your work?
• Journal’s scope and repute
• Journal’s backlog (You haven’t won the Fields
Medal yet and need that paper on your CV ASAP!)
• Is it an open access journal?
The last is becoming increasingly relevant as several
funding agencies now explicitly require their
sponsored research to be accessible free of charge.
The present wave of open access movement can
be traced back to a blog entry1 by the eminent
mathematician Professor Timothy Gowers,
announcing his boycott of all journals published by
Elsevier. As one of the largest academic publishers
around, Elsevier consumes the lion’s share of global
library spending on journal subscriptions and was
targeted by the supporters of open access as a symbol
of what they oppose. More than 13000 researchers
have joined the boycott2, with mathematicians making
up a fifth of this number. Mostly, these mathematicians
are dissatisfied with paying to read the papers written,
edited and reviewed by other mathematicians for free.
This is indeed a valid objection. However, how can
the open access alternative become financially viable?
This is where ‘gold’ open access comes in. A gold
open access journal covers its expenses by charging
a fee, usually called article processing charges, from
authors’ research grants or their parent institutions.
The gold model has been praised by many as a robust
substitute for the traditional subscription-based
system. Yet I would say all that glitters is not gold!

The problems with the gold model are twofold. Firstly,
the publication fees incurred by most of the gold
journals are unreasonably high, typically ranging
$500-3000. Given the cuts in government funding,
not all researchers are supported by grants. This is
particularly true for young researchers and researchers
from the developing countries. Although some of these
journals have waiver policies, the gold model inevitably
puts underprivileged authors at a disadvantage leading
to elitism in scholarly publishing. I believe it is time
to amend the definition of open access to include free
access to authors alongside readers. A system that only
caters to the latter is a hybrid of closed and open access
that can be fittingly called ‘clopen access’.

Muhammad Ali Khan
To me, mathematics is a
sport best played outdoors.
Probably that’s why I
specialize in combinatorics,
a branch of mathematics
that deals with fun,
games and colours.
A ‘sportstician’ in the
guise of a mathematician.

Secondly, nowadays several major publishers offer
gold open access option for their traditional journals,
also allowing authors to post preprints on institutional
websites and preprint servers like the arXiv. This
significantly blurs the line between traditional and
gold open access (read clopen access) journals.
Of course, there are mathematical journals that are
open access in the true sense. Such journals follow
the ‘green’ open access model and are completely free
for readers as well as authors. Unfortunately, they
are few in number (I can think of two from Canada:
Contributions to Discrete Mathematics and Journal of
Integer Sequences) and probably fewer would survive
in the long run due to fiscal constraints.
This brings us back to our journal selection checklist
for the young and naive. For now, let us just drop the
last item and submit. Chances are we will end up with
some form of clopen access that would be acceptable to
our sponsors (if any) as well as our conscience (if any).

1 http://gowers.wordpress.com/2012/01/21/elsevier-my-part-in-its-downfall/
2 http://thecostofknowledge.com/
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Quantifying Uncertainty with Polynomial Chaos
by Sonja Surjanovic (Simon Fraser University)1

Consider a function modelling the weight of an aircraft wing [3]:
although we may know the exact values of some of the model
inputs, like wing area, there may be lack of certainty about others.
Sonja Surjanovic
Math is like life. Sometimes
the solutions to your
problems can be found in
the most unexpected and
wonderful places. That’s
what makes the solutions
beautiful, and math exciting.

Since different input values can give us different
results, we are interested in knowing how the model
output will be affected by the change in input.
This leads to the study of uncertainty quantification
(UQ), whose big goal is to propagate the uncertainty
through the model, to find a probability distribution
of the output. We might also be interested in certain
functionals of this distribution, like the mean. In our
example of the weight Y of an aircraft wing, for
simplicity consider Wp (paint weight) as the only
random input, normally distributed with mean
0.0525 and standard deviation 0.006875. If the
function is fairly simple, the properties of Y can be
found analytically. However, the model in question
is commonly a computer model used to simulate
the physical dynamics involved in an experiment,
and can thus be very complex [1].
An intuitive approach to solving this problem is
Monte Carlo Sampling (MCS) [5]. In the context
of UQ, it involves sampling values of the random
inputs (i.e. Wp) from their probability distributions
and evaluating the computer model (Y ) for each
sampled value. This is a straightforward way to
get an empirical distribution of Y , from which one
can easily compute estimates of the mean, variance,
percentiles, etc. Unfortunately, a big problem is MCS’s
slow convergence [6] and the model in question is
often time-consuming to evaluate [1].
Luckily, there exist alternatives. An approach that has
garnered a lot of interest lately is Polynomial Chaos
Expansion (PCE). Here, the output is approximated
by projecting it onto the function space spanned by a
finite number of chosen basis polynomials [4, pg. vii].
Then, a Monte Carlo approach is used on this
approximate representation (rather than on the actual
computer model), to get an empirical distribution of
the approximation.
The Approach
We will focus on the non-intrusive approach to
PCE, which treats the model, Y = f (X), as a black
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1 Special thanks to Dr. Derek Bingham (SFU)

box and doesn’t manipulate the intrinsic equations.
This is good news, because f (·) can be very complex.
The input, X, is a vector of random variables or
processes, which needs to be expressed as a finite set
of uncorrelated random variables
,
whose distributions belong to those in [6, pg. 59]. Thus,
, for some function g(·). In our example:
.
Now comes the exciting part. We can approximate
the computer model using the M th-degree orthogonal
projection [6]:
(1)
where i = (i1 , . . . , id ) is a multi-index, and
|i| = i1 + . . . + id . The d-variate basis polynomials
are chosen to perfectly match the distributions
of the random variables in . In our example, this is
the family of Hermite polynomials [2]:

The only remaining unknown values in (1) are the
coefficients bi, which are found using n evaluations
of the model:
, for k = 1, . . . , n . A least
squares regression method finds the coefficient vector
b by evaluating:

where Y is the vector of Yk-values, and
[2].
containing the values of

is a matrix

The Results
The coefficients bi have been found, so ĝ(·) is fully
known. Now, m values of the random variables in
are sampled, and
is evaluated for each sampled
value, yielding an empirical distribution of ĝ(·). This is
exactly what we wanted: an approximation of the
distribution of f (·) (Figure 1).
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Figure 1 – A comparison of the results from MCS and PCE for the wing weight example, with
distribution of
is overlaid on both plots.

PCE is great, because some functionals of ĝ(·) can
even be found analytically [2]. For instance, the mean
is µ̂ = b0. It’s exciting to see functional analysis doing
its magic to solve real-world problems.
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Le Congrès canadien des étudiants en
mathématiques (CCÉM) a célébré son
20e anniversaire au sommet du magnifique
Mont-Royal à Montréal au Québec. Organisé
par une équipe dévouée de l’Université de
Montréal, le congrès de quatre jours comprenait un nombre stupéfiant de 120 présentations étudiantes et huit conférences plénières,
dont les sujets allaient de la géométrie algébrique au brassage des cartes en passant par
les noeuds en quatre dimensions.

Canadian Undergraduate Mathematics Conference (CUMC)
celebrated its 20th anniversary
atop the stunning Mount Royal in
Montreal, Quebec. Organized by
a dedicated team from Université
de Montréal, the four-day event
featured a staggering 120 student
talks and eight keynotes, which
ranged in topic from algebraic geometry to card shuffling to four dimensional knots and everywhere
in-between.

Toutefois, le congrès n’était pas seulement une
occasion de célébrer les mathématiques, mais
plutôt une opportunité de célébrer la communauté mathématique.
Les pauses-café et les diners ont permis d’échanger des histoires et
de faire connaissance avec d’autres étudiants en mathématiques de
partout au pays. Les étudiants étaient également invités au mainte
nant traditionnel souper des femmes en mathématiques, où un panel
de quatre remarquables mathématiciennes ont candidement partagé
leur parcours dans le milieu académique. Le congrès a été couronné
par un banquet de clôture dans une atmosphère détendue sur le toit
de HEC Montréal qui donnait une vue imprenable sur l’Université
de Montréal et la ville.

But the conference was not simply a celebration of mathematics
– rather, it was a celebration of the mathematics community. Coffee breaks and lunches were spent swapping stories and getting to
know other math students from across the country. Students were
also invited to the now-traditional Women in Mathematics dinner,
where the panel of four prominent female mathematicians candidly
shared their journeys through academia. The conference was capped
off with a relaxed closing banquet on the rooftop of HEC Montréal,
which featured breathtaking views of both Université de Montréal
and the city itself.

Carleton University à Ottawa en Ontario aura l’honneur d’accueillir
la 21e édition du CCÉM en juillet 2014.

Carleton University in Ottawa, Ontario will have the honour of hosting the 21st edition of the CUMC in July 2014.
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La mystérieuse spirale des pelures de clémentines
par Marc-Antoine Fiset (Université McGill)

Marc-Antoine Fiset
J’aime penser que manger
des fruits entretient
suffisamment ma santé
pour me dispenser de faire
de l’exercice. Je crains par
contre d’être malhonnête
avec moi-même!

Pour éplucher une clémentine, toutes les techniques sont bonnes.
Mais quiconque aime relever des défis -et c’est le cas des mathématiciens a déjà tenté de garder la pelure en un seul morceau. En faisant tourner d’une
main le fruit tout en retirant progressivement de l’autre la pelure en formant
un mince ruban, on obtient une pelure qui adopte une mystérieuse forme en
spirale (fig. 1). Quelle courbe décrit mathématiquement cette spirale?
La clémentine est représentée ici par une sphère de
rayon unitaire centrée à l’origine d’un repère x, y, z. Par
symétrie, seul un hémisphère est considéré. Soit la courbe
⇥
~s(φ) = sin φ cos 4N φ

sin φ sin 4N φ

cos φ

dont la solution est2

⇤

Cette solution énonce essentiellement qu’il faut
sommer une multitude de vecteurs de longueur
dl tournés chacun d’un angle qui tient compte de
l’orientation des vecteurs précédents (fig. 3). Chaque
vecteur diffère de son prédécesseur par l’angle d ,
mesurant bien l’écartement local de la courbe par
rapport au grand cercle (voir l’encadré fig. 3).

⇡i
(où φ 2 0, est la colatitude), qui décrit sur la surface
2
h

une spirale d’Archimède effectuant N tours avant
de croiser le plan xy (fig. 2). On peut imaginer cette
courbe comme décrivant la forme de la bande de pelure
lorsque celle-ci est encore enroulée sur la clémentine.1 Il
faut développer cette courbe d’une manière qui mime
correctement le dépliage effectué lors de l’épluchage
réel d’une clémentine. On cherche donc s~0 (φ), la courbe
développée dans un plan x0 y 0 orientée selon +x0 à
= 0 et telle que s~0 (0) = ~0 corresponde à ~s(0).

Figure 1 – Pelure de
clémentine déroulée en forme
de spirale.

On remarque d’abord que les courbes sur la sphère
ne sont pas toutes courbées pour les mêmes raisons.
Sur une sphère, le chemin le plus droit et le plus court
entre deux points est un grand cercle. Celui-ci doit
sa courbure uniquement à la forme de la surface et,
d’une certaine manière, n’est pas « intrinsèquement »
courbé. Une courbe comme ~s(φ)dévie localement d’un
grand cercle par sa courbure géodésique, qui, dans le
cas présent, est donnée par
"✓
#✓ ◆✓ ◆
◆2
3
dφ
d✓
d✓
kg = cos φ sin φ
+2
,
dφ
dφ
dl

Figure 3 – Le développement plan d’une courbe est construit par
l’assemblage d’une succession de vecteurs infinitésimaux placés
de manière à reproduire localement la courbure géodésique de
la courbe de départ.

En explicitant cette équation, on obtient la solution
au problème, qui a été utilisée pour tracer la spirale
verte sur la fig. 1 :
σ(φ) =

où l( ) est l’abscisse curviligne et où ✓(φ) = 4N φ
est l’angle azimutal. C’est cette composante de la
courbure totale qui donne la courbe recherchée, en
vert sur la fig. 1. Autrement dit, en tout point de s~0 (φ),
la courbure est kg et la première équation de FrenetSerret donne alors, si ~uz0 est le vecteur unitaire le
long de z 0,
Figure 2 – Approximation de
la pelure enroulée par une
spirale d’Archimède.
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Z

ei4N sin (1 + i4N sin φ)dφ,
⇥

ds~0
d2 s~0
,
= kg ~uz0 ⇥
2
dl
dl

1 À proprement parler, la bande de pelure est bidimensionnelle, mais celle-ci est si étroite (pour
solution n’est pas modifiée par le fait qu’une dimension soit négligée.
2 Les constantes d’intégration sont nulles pour assurer

⇤

avec la notation s~0 = Re(σ) Im(σ) . Les notions
de géométrie différentielle qui ont servi à résoudre
ce problème ludique sont d’une importance
technologique considérable, car elles indiquent
notamment comment découper des feuilles d’aciers
servant à construire des avions, des bateaux ou
toute autre réalisation tridimensionnelle faite par un
assemblage de surfaces.

.

grand) que l’essence de la

Euler’s Inequality and Excircles
by Samer Seraj (University of Toronto)

In
, Euler proved and published the following geometric inequality
, where is the
(now known as Euler’s Inequality): for any triangle
circumradius and is the inradius.
Euler employed Euclidean geometry to first prove that
OI 2 = R(R 2r), where O is the circumcenter and I is
the incenter. Since OI 2 must be non-negative and the two
points coincide if and only if the triangle is equilateral,
the above inequality is then an immediate consequence.
We present a new proof of Euler’s Inequality by
manipulating exradii with the Cauchy-Schwarz
Inequality. For the rest of the paper, let a, b, c be the sides
of 4ABC , opposite to angles A, B, C , respectively;
let denote the area and s the semiperimeter of
4ABC .
Definition. For any 4ABC, the A-excircle is defined
as follows. Its center Ia is the point of intersection of
the external bisectors of \ABC and \ACB . Ia is
equidistant from BC and the extensions of CA and AB,
so this distance is the radius ra. The B- and C-excircles
are analogously defined by their respective centers Ib,
Ic and radii rb, rc.
First, we need some classical lemmas.

Lemma 3. In 4ABC , ra + rb + rc = 4R + r and
1
1
1
1
+
+
= .
ra

rb

rc

r

Proof sketch. Using Lemma
2 and the standard area
abc p
formulas = sr =
= s(s a)(s b)(s c), the
4R
result follows.
Theorem. Let 4ABC be an arbitrary triangle with
circumradius R and inradius r. Then R 2r, where
equality holds if and only if 4ABC is equilateral.

with equality holding if and only if x = y = z .
By Lemma 3,
ra , rb , rc 2 R+ =)
✓
◆
4R + r
1
1
1
= (ra + rb + rc ) ·
+
+
r
ra
rb
rc

ra = rb = rc ()

Lemma 2. In 4ABC , ra = s
rc =
.

Thus, as a pleasant surprise,
we have Euler’s result.

s

c

rb =

s

b,

Proof sketch. Let the A-excircle be tangent to BC at Xa,
and to the extensions of CA, AB at Xb, Xc respectively.
Let the incircle of 4ABC be tangent to CA at Y .
By showing that 4Ia Xb A ⇠ 4IY A, we arrive at the
desired conclusion.
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2r.

Figure 1

Equality holds if and only if

Proof sketch. To prove this, consider Figure 2 and show
that quadrilateral IBIa C is cyclic.
a,

As a former distance runner,
I can say that sleep is as
important to academics
for healing the mind as it
is to athletes for healing
the body. Deep sleep, light
slumber or power nap,
get rest when you can!

Proof. A popular case of the Cauchy-Schwarz
Inequality is
◆
✓
1 1 1
+ +
≥9
x, y, z 2 R+ =) (x + y + z) ·
x y z

() R

Lemma 1. A, , Ia are collinear.

Samer Seraj

s

a

=

s

b

=

s

c

() a = b = c.

References
[1] C
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Figure 2

You want to keep informed of the latest events and activities
for math students? An easy solution: follow the CMS student
committee in the social media. Search for CMS Studc on Facebook,
Twitter and Google+.
Vous désirez demeurer au fait des tous derniers événements et
activités destinés aux étudiants en mathématiques? Une solution
facile: suivez le comité étudiant de la SMC sur les réseaux sociaux.
Cherchez CMS Studc sur Facebook, Twitter et Google+.
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Mixed Integer Programming: Generating
Certificates and Sensitivity Analysis
by Babak Moazzez (Carleton University)

Babak Moazzez
Try to minimize your
fears and maximize your
self confidence. Then
you will find the optimal
solution for victory.

Suppose an airline company has scheduled its flights and crew working
times using a mixed integer programming model. Now the pilot cancels the
flight due to weather conditions.
What is the best way to reschedule the passengers
and the crew to minimize the loss of time and money
and maximize the efficiency? How do you know that
your solution is actually optimal?1 The first question
is answered within the context of sensitivity analysis
and the second one by generating an optimality
certificate.
First, consider the linear program (LP) and its dual (D):

possible functions F . Let x⇤ be the optimal solution
⇤
⇤
for (MILP) with zM
ILP = cx ; then there always
⇤
exists F feasible to (SD) with F (b) = zMILP
(See [3]
for more details).
Now if we find such an optimal F , it will work as a
certificate and also as a tool for sensitivity analysis.
Instead of optimizing over all subadditive functions,
we can restrict ourselves to the Generator Subadditive
Function (GSF) family defined as
F↵ (d) = ↵d

The optimal dual vector with the same objective value
is a certificate since by strong duality theorem, we
know that x and y are optimal for the primal and
dual respectively iff cx = by (assuming that x and y
are both feasible). If there is a change in data after the
solution is found, we do not need to solve the problem
from scratch. It is possible that the current solution
stays optimal and if it does not, we can reduce the
number of steps to find the new optimal solution
by applying so-called sensitivity or post optimality
analysis (|1|).
While both areas mentioned above are well studied
for linear optimization, in the real world we usually
encounter non-linear or mixed integer models. In the
case of discrete optimization, we then use subadditive2
duality instead of LP duality. Consider the Mixed Integer
Linear Program (MILP) and its Subadditive Dual (SD):

where N = {1, 2, ..., n} , A is a rational matrix, I is
a subset of N and C = N \ I . F̄ is the directional
derivative of F and the maximum is taken over all
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max {

X

(↵ai

ci )xi :

i2E

|E\I|

AE x  d , x 2 (Z+

|E\C|

⇥ R+

)}

where E(↵) = {i 2 N : ↵ai > ci } [ {i 2 N : ai ⇤ 0} .
These functions are first introduced in [2] for a limited
family of pure integer programs. They are extended
to general MILP.
F↵ is feasible to (SD) for any ↵ and the following theorem
shows the sufficiency of GSFs for strong duality.

Theorem 1. If (MILP) is feasible, then there exists ↵
⇤
with F↵ (b) = zMILP
.
The corresponding GSF is called an Optimal
Generator Subadditive Function (OGSF).
The ↵ generated could be used as a powerfull tool
for sensitivity analysis for MILP problems as OGSF is
equivalent to the dual vector in LP. Given optimal ↵,
the reduced cost of a column i in A is ci F↵ (ai );
moreover, F↵ (b) provides a lower bound on the
optimal MILP value, and all optimal solutions
can be found only among the columns i with
ci = F↵ (ai ) if F↵ is an OGSF. Other properties, such
as complementary slackness can also be extended
from LP to MILP.
Furthermore, if E(↵) has few elements, then ↵ is
a good certificate since, to check the optimality,
we have to solve a smaller size MILP, which is less

1 For more examples on (mixed) integer models see [4].
2 A function is called subadditive if for any and in the domain of , we have

.

expensive than solving the original or traversing all
the branch nodes.
Of course, generating the best ↵ is not straight
forward. To save in computation and time, it is useful
to generate it parallel to solving the original problem
and utilize the information already collected.
As seen above, subadditive duality and generator
functions together provide very powerful tools that
can be used in real world problems modelled as
MILPs to reduce the costs and increase the profit.
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Summing up the SUMM
By Léo Belzile (McGill University)

Mathematics is a matter of passion: no one would go through an undergraduate degree without real motivation
to solve problems and discover the underlying structure behind a theory. Sharing this passion is key, yet
finding a good commutative auditor is rare. Montreal to that effect is unique (up to isomorphism), having four
universities on its territory with common research groups and shared seminars via the Institut des Sciences
mathématiques.
At the undergraduate level, all these contours are not that well-defined and figuring them out is not easy. This is
why the Seminars in Undergraduate Mathematics in Montreal (SUMM) were created four years ago: to gather
students who are interested in mathematics, have them exchange their ideas and create a new network. This
year, the conference was held at UQAM with more than 80 people attending talks on topics such as Bose gase,
Fuschchian groups, projective geometry, copulas, Fourier analysis and orthogonal polynomials to name only
a few topics. Does that inspire you? Moreover, the conference is fully bilingual, we speak mathematics in both
official languages, and this year SUMM even offered financial support for students from outside the Montreal
metropolitan area to partially cover travel expenses, so look out for next year’s edition.

Léo Belzile
Doing math sometimes
feels like running a
marathon. Only at the end
does satisfaction come,
and in the middle of it, you
have no idea how close to
the finish line you are.

Sharing your passion and finding how normal you are (under recentering and rescaling) provides conference
with good asymptotic properties. Stop reading and imagine this for a finite moment: four keynote speakers,
20 talks and food for starving epsilons, all during a weekend of January... Hoping to see you all next year
in Montreal.
SUMM is one of several events supported by Studc and we continuously accept applications to fund student
events across Canada. Visit http://studc.math.ca to find for more information.
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Exact Solutions to 1D Advection Equations
by Lisa Larsson (McGill University)

How is pollen transported by the wind? How does one model crowd
dynamics? These, and many other phenomena can be represented using
advection equations - partial differential equations that describe particle
movement. Here we will focus on the linear advection equation, in the case
where the velocity function is a function of space.

Lisa Larsson
Math research can
easily be likened to
football: proofs require
good offensive strategy.
However, it is harder to
see the parallel to baseball,
where 3/10 is an A+.

Let f : R ! R be a known velocity function and g a
known real-valued function. Let u(x, t) describe how
g has been transported by f at time t. Then u(x, t)is
the solution to the linear advection equation:

We want to pick (x) such that the velocity field is a
constant, so we choose Z
x
1
dy.
(x) =
f
(y)
0

We constrain f (x) to be strictly positive (or
strictly negative) so that (x) is strictly increasing
(or decreasing) and hence invertible. As before, we
can solve for ⇠¯ directly:

When f(x) = c , for c 2 R , the solution of the
advection equation can be written u(x, t) = g(x ct),
where u(x, 0) = g(x). This solution is obtained via the
method of characteristics, and can be easily verified
by plugging it into the PDE.
Although the advection equation is
useful in applications and is simple
to write down, numerical solutions to
this linear PDE using simple upwind
finite differences quickly become
inaccurate as the truncation error
is dominated by diffusion. To avoid
these numerical errors, let us solve
the PDE exactly.
Figure 1:
1

¯ t) = x̄
⇠(x̄,
⇠(x, t) =
u(x, t)= g(
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The first step is to transform the PDE so that the
initial condition is simplified. To do this, choose
a function v(x, t) such that u(x, t) = g(v(x, t)) .
Then v(x, t) solves the (same) advection equation,
but with a different initial condition, v(x, 0) = x .
By discretizing this simplified PDE using upwind
finite differences, the error due to diffusion is already
substantially reduced. However, the solution is still not
accurate enough to be practically useful.
Let us derive an explicit solution that will lead
to accurate numerics. Define the following
¯ (x), t) =: ⇠(x̄,
¯ t) .
transformation: Let v(x, t) = ⇠(
Then the PDE in the transformed coordinates is
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Therefore, for time-independent velocity
functions that do not cross zero, we have
an explicit solution for the advection
equation. Numerical approximations
(using numerical quadrature and nonlinear
solvers) must be calculated when the
integral cannot be computed analytically
and when the inversion of (x) has no
analytical expression.

In the example shown in Figure 1, the trapezoidal rule
was used to compute (x), and the secant method
was used to invert (x). The Upwind Scheme in this
figure is the simple finite difference scheme applied
to u(x, t) – here, the diffusion of the solution is stark.
The Metric Advection case refers to the solution of
v(x, t) using upwind finite differences. The Metric
Transform case uses the transformation (x) to solve
the advection problem.1 A Runge-Kutta method was
implemented to compare the results. This figure
demonstrates that the exact solution we have just
derived gives great results even when the function
(x) must be computed and inverted numerically. As
this simple example shows, many times a change of
variables can simplify a numerical scheme greatly –
in this case, it even leads to an exact solution.

1U
 sing the Metric Transform method is especially useful when considering long time horizons or when high accuracy is needed
at each grid point.

The Distractions Page
A Break-in at Bank Zermelo-Fraenkel
by Aaron Pereira (University of Waterloo)

A group of 100 nefarious mathematicians want to
break into Bank Zermelo-Fraenkel and steal the
theorems within. However, the safe is extremely
difficult to open. The mathematicians have done their
research and discovered the following information:
• 99 codewords are required to open the safe, and
there are 100 rooms with codewords in them.
• In each room, there are countably infinitely many
boxes labeled with the natural numbers, and each
box contains a real number.
• Each room is identical, so they all have the
same boxes with the same real numbers in each
numbered box.
• Each room can be accessed by a vent, but once in, a
mathematician cannot leave or communicate with
the other mathematicians without getting caught.

• The boxes are regular cardboard boxes and, since
the mathematicians have trained their bodies and
minds, they are confident that they can open as
many boxes (even infinitely many but leaving at least
one box closed) within a few minutes and instantly
commit any amount of information to memory.
• A codeword is given if and only if a mathematician
can point to an unopened box (of their choosing)
and declare the real number that lies within before
looking. They only get one guess, and if they guess
wrong, the guards realize that the mathematician is
not a banker and will banish him/her immediately.

Aaron Pereira
The only advice I can give
is this: don’t give up. There
will be times when problems
will appear unsolvable;
this feeling is common
to all who do advanced
mathematics. Keep at it.

Is it possible for the mathematicians to devise a
strategy such that they are guaranteed to open the
safe regardless of the contents of the box?

The original problem can be found on math.stackexchange.com
The solution can be found here: www.reddit.com/r/math/comments/1iibbf/a_riddle_that_will_blow_your_mind/cb54lom

The AARMS-CMS Student
Poster Session at the 2013 CMS
Summer meeting in Halifax
brought together presenters
from all over the country. From
cognitive science to sudoku, the
posters as always have shown
the true diversity of canadian
mathematics. At the end of the day,
poster session winners celebrated
their achievements with lobster at
the CMS banquet.
We invite you to participate in the
next poster session that will be held
at the 2013 CMS Winter Meeting in
Ottawa December 6th-9th. You will
have a chance to present your poster
and even compete for prizes! As a
further incentive, CMS now offers
a lower registration fee for poster
session participants. More information
about participating will be posted on
our website (studc.math.ca) and our
Facebook page (CMS Studc) in the
coming months.

La session de présentation par affiches
AARMS-SMC à la Réunion d’été de la
SMC 2013 à Halifax a permis de réunir
des participants de partout au pays. Des
sciences cognitives au sudoku, les affiches
ont montré encore une fois la grande
diversité des mathématiques canadiennes.
À la fin de la journée, les gagnants ont pu
célébrer leurs accomplissements avec du
homard lors du banquet de la SMC.
Nous vous invitons à participer à la
prochaine session qui aura lieu lors de la
Réunion d’hiver de la SMC 2013 à Ottawa du
6 au 9 décembre. Vous aurez l’opportunité de
présenter votre affiche et même la possibilité
de remporter des prix! En prime, la SMC
offre maintenant un frais d’inscription moins
élevé pour les participants à la session de
présentation par affiches. D’autres informations
sur la participation à cet événement seront mis
en ligne sur notre site web (studc.math.ca) et
sur notre page Facebook (CMS Studc) dans les
mois à venir.
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Studc in the Community
Studc dans la communauté
Here are some of the initiatives the Studc supported financially
or organized so far in 2013:
Voici quelques initiatives que Studc a soutenu financièrement ou
a organisé en 2013 jusqu’à maintenant:
• Southwestern Ontario Graduate Mathematics
Conference, University of Guelph, Guelph, ON.
• Seminars in Undergraduate Mathematics in Montreal/Séminaires
universitaires en mathématiques à Montréal, Montréal, QC.
• The AARMS-CMS Student Poster Session and the Student
Social at the 2013 CMS Summer Meeting, Halifax, NS.
• The 20th edition of the Canadian Undergraduate Mathematics
Conference (CUMC)/La 20e édition du Congrès canadien des étudiants
en mathématiques (CCÉM), Université de Montréal, Montréal, QC.
• CUMC Award for Excellence/Bourse d’excellence CCÉM congratulations to Eric Naslund of University of British Columbia.

University of Ottawa is hosting the 2013 CMS Winter Meeting December 6th-9th. Studc
is planning a number of exciting student events to be held during the meeting, including
a poster session, a student workshop and and a social. Check the meeting website
http://cms.math.ca/Events/winter13/.e for the most up-to-date information.
L’Université d’Ottawa est l’hôte de la Réunion d’hiver de la SMC 2013 qui aura lieu du 7 au 10
décembre. Studc prépare actuellement plusieurs activités excitantes destinées aux étudiants qui
prendront part à la réunion. Il y aura une session de présentation par affiches, un atelier ainsi
qu’une activité sociale. Consultez le site web de la réunion http://cms.math.ca/Events/winter13/.f
pour les toutes dernières informations.
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